Kalaha sends out single with female
Turkish singer and announces album

On the 13th of November Kalaha releases the single “Özgürüm Ben” (Turkish for ”I
am free”), bringing in female singer Hilal Kaya for vocals. As the title implies, the
track is a celebration of liberation and the roots-based sounds are inspired by the
Turkish music scene. “Özgürüm Ben” is a pre-album single to the release of Mystafa, the next album from Kalaha coming out on February 5th.
This spring, the genre-diverse globalist band Kalaha sent out the hit-single “Dans Det
Up” featuring Uffe Lorenzen. The track was playlist’ed on Danish National Radio P6 Beat
and made an impact on Kalaha becoming a well-known and current phenomena on the
Danish music scene.
Kalaha turns their curiosity towards the entire world and uses their modern, electronic
background to create roots music with a both musically and societally relevant output.
They are now releasing “Özgürüm Ben”, a track that is rooted in (hence the ‘roots music’
definition) the 70’s psychedelic rock and funk in Turkey. It also includes the Armenian
wind instrument Duduk, which can be heard in the intro and interludes.
Jens B. Christiansen (aka Rumpistol) says about the music that:
“For a long time I’ve wanted to have a song in our Kalaha-repetoire that focuses on the
theme of ‘escape’. I think it’s an extremely important subject and something that we - as a
self-appointed globalist band - should be commenting on. When the whole world shut
down last spring, and my family and I were in home-isolation, we might have gotten a
glimpse of the claustrophobic experience of being in a refugee camp with close to no
space and not knowing when you’re getting out of there.
Based on this feeling I recorded a demo that I sent to Orhan Özgür, who has helped us
with Turkish lyrics before, and he took the theme of ‘escape’ and turned it into a song
about wanting to escape from a relationship that you feel trapped in.”

Kalaha has chosen to include the female singer Hilal Kaya, and with her vocals the song
shines a more political light on the universal message of escaping from an unhappy life
situation. It becomes the voice of women all over the world wishing to deliberate themselves from the cultural or social power that put restraints on them
About the track, Hilal Kaya says:
“To me, the song is about being afraid to say or do something, because you fear the consequences. You want to escape from the situation you’re in, but you feel culturally or socially forced to stay. It’s a song about being locked in a state of unhappy love, but also
about not wanting to do the daily tasks and other chores that you feel forced to do. In
many ways it addresses the Turkish culture and supports the women that are suppressed.
But it also addresses other cultures and both woman and men that wants to escape, but
are afraid to do so because of tabus or societal pressure.”
As heard in Kalaha’s instrumental landscape, the band has been fascinated by Middle
Eastern music traditions for a long time, and their listeners are equally allocated in
Denmark and Turkey. Prior to this track, they have had succes on Turkish radio stations
and blogs with the singles “Cok Küstom” og “Eymen” (both featuring Hilal Kaya on vocals), and the latter has been nominated for a Danish Music Award Roots for Rootstrack
of the Year.
On Thursday the 12th of November, Kalaha performs as the closing act at the Danish
Music Awards Jazz at Bremen Theater in Copenhagen. At the show, they will be doing a
live-premiere of “Özgürüm Ben”, which is officially being released the next day, on Friday the 13th of November. The band has just finished their next album Mystafa, which
will be out on February 5th 2021.
Kalaha is:
Niclas Knudsen - Guitar
Emil de Waal - Drums
Jens ‘Rumpistol’ Christiansen - Keys/electronics
Mikael ‘Spejderrobot’ Elkjær - Computer

The following also appears on
“Özgürüm Ben”:
Hilal Kaya: Vocals
Serkan Yildirim: Duduk

The track is produced by Rumpistol.
Domestic violence on women in Turkey
• In July 2020 the Turkish woman Pinar Gültekin was brutally murdered by her boyfriend.
• This has created a heated debate and a number of demonstrations in the streets of Turkey.
• Last year 474 women in Turkey was murdered by their husband/boyfriend/fiancé/brother/cousin…
• On social media you can now see supporting campaigns marked with #challengeaccepted and #Istanbulsözleşmesiyaşatır (‘The Istanbul Convention protects lives’).
• Right now the Turkish government is considering backing out of the above mentioned Istanbul Convention, a convention that intends to fight the ongoing domestic violence on women.
• Unfortunately, violence against women (also resulting in death) happens in many countries.
• During the COVID-19 isolation lock-down in Denmark, we saw a rise in the amount of women seeking
help at crisis centers.
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